
Issues Raised on the Certification Process: 
 

The first five questions were discussed at the January PD/CE meeting. You will be able to vote on their 

resolution in Survey Monkey. 

1. Should we have a certificate for practicums? 

2. Should the “Application to attend” the next level be completed at the end of a practicum? (R) 

3. Should the document be called “Policies” for “Guidelines” (R) 

4. What minimum length should the Certification process be – 12, 18, 24 months? 

5. What minimum hours should intensive training be? Used to be 27, currently 24 whether it is 3 or 

4 days. 

The following will be discussed at the February 13 PD/CE to the extent that we are able. There will be 

a third, and possibly a fourth, to get through them all. 

6. Changed minimum age of attendance from 21 to “any interested person over the legal age of 

adulthood in that country or with signed parental permission.” 

7. What should the minimum number be, for a “group” at Basic, Advanced or Certification? (R) 

8. How many hours of a 30-hour practicum should be face-to-face? 12-18-30 

9. Could the first day of a Basic Intensive training be open to the public? (R) 

10. Should the Basic and Advanced Intensives ever be combined together? 

11. Is 30 days enough notice for announcing an upcoming training (vs 60 days)? 

12. Should the Certificate given at Certification say just CT or CT/RT or CT/RT/LM? 

13. Should Zoom synchronistic training be an approved method of delivery even when we are not 

dealing with high Covid numbers? 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/wgi-cert-training


14. Are you in favor of offering online hybrid training with a minimum of 8-hours of real time role 

playing with a certified instructor. 

15. Three different faculty members for three different portions of training rather than requiring it 

for basic, advanced and cert.  

16. Certification numbers – 10/12/14 

17. Should we keep the option of three- and four-day intensive trainings? 


